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paperback. Condition: New. Ship out in 2 business day, And Fast shipping, Free Tracking number
will be provided after the shipment.Pages Number: 79 Publisher: China Agricultural Press. Pub. Date
:2009-03. The book includes: Overview. variety and physiology. cultivation and management. and
pest prevention and control. Contents: Preface I. Overview 1. Sunflowers originated in what? 2.
When introduced into China sunflower? 3. Sunflower plants belong to what subjects? 4. Sunflower
is divided into several types? 5. Application of sunflower production in what type? 6. Oil-type
sunflower (sunflower) and Edible sunflower (food Kwai) What is the difference? 7. What is the
sunflower hybrids? 8. Hybrids and conventional varieties differ? 9. The yield of sunflower hybrids
mainly in what aspects? 10. What are the overall benefits of sunflower? 11. Why is a popular health
sunflower oil oil? 12. Why are people like sunflower snack food? 13. Why sunflower body has
medicinal value? Second. species and physical 14. Like what kind of sunflower grown on the soil?
15. Why toFour Satisfaction guaranteed,or money back.
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The most e ective publication i ever read through. I could possibly comprehended almost everything using this composed e pdf. I am very easily could get
a enjoyment of reading through a composed pdf.
-- Opal Bauch V-- Opal Bauch V

It in a single of the most popular publication. Sure, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. Your life period will be change the
instant you full reading this book.
-- Abel O'Kon Sr.-- Abel O'Kon Sr.
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